
 

 

 

 

Chemistry- Summer Assignment 2019-2020 

 

 
Welcome to Chemistry, 

 
Chemistry is for the student who desires a more in-depth study of science that will 

incorporate various aspects of science and math with an emphasis on both mastery and critical 

thinking/application skills.  This is a fast-paced course that requires much outside classroom 

preparation.  This summer assignment is essential to a good foundation as we will be using 

these elements the ENTIRE SCHOOL YEAR!  This class requires a strong work ethic and the 

ability to work independently. Let’s start strong by getting a head start! 

 

 Do not wait until the end of the summer to begin this assignment!  Memorize a few 

elements every day! 
 
 

Memorize the 78 required elements – expect a test the third day of school (August 5th, 2019) 
over the required elements 

a. You must memorize elements 1-92 on the periodic table (H through U) 
b. You are NOT responsible for elements 58-71 (Ce through Lu) 
c. You must memorize symbol and correct spelling of the element 
d. You do NOT need to know the numbers 



 

 

 

 

Chemistry- Summer Assignment 2019-2020 

 

Practice Page 

This page is to help you learn the required 78 elements. For each element 1-92 (excluding 

elements 58-71), you must be able to correctly spell the name of the element and you must be 

able to recall the element symbol with proper capitalization. This page is not to be turned in.  

 
# Name 

 
Symbol # Name Symbol 

1   40   

2   41   

3   42   

4   43   

5   44   

6   45   

7   46   

8   47   

9   48   

10   49   

11   50   

12   51   

13   52   

14   53   

15   54   

16   55   

17   56   

18   57   

19    SKIP ELEMENTS 58-71  

20   72   

21   73   

22   74   

23   75   

24   76   

25   77   

26   78   

27   79   

28   80   

29   81   

30   82   

31   83   

32   84   

33   85   

34   86   

35   87   

36   88   

37   89   

38   90   

39   91   

   92   

 
 


